Snowman with Santa Hat by Joseph Wu

(Design & diagrams ©2004 by Joseph Wu)

Snowman: Start with a square piece of white paper. It should be white on both sides (photocopy paper works well...a
letter size template with a face is provided).
Santa Hat: Start with a square of red and white paper, about half the length of the square used for the snowman. If
you are using photocopy paper (letter size or A4), a standard piece of 15 cm origami paper will work reasonably well.
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Make a small mark.

Fold the flap up, lining
point A up with point B.

The snowman is
finished...

...or you can add a
face.

Permission is granted for duplication of these diagrams for personal use and for teaching purposes. The model may not be used commercially
(sold, displayed, photographed, or taught) without the express consent of the designer. Requests for permission may be made by email at
<query@origami.as>. For more information, please see the copyright statement at <http://www.origami.as>.
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Repeat last four steps
on the other side.
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